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Mattie Ross, a fourteen-year-old girl from Dardanelle, Arkansas, sets out to avenge her Daddy who

was shot to death by a no-good outlaw. Mattie convinces one-eyed "Rooster" Cogburn, the meanest

U.S. marshal in the land, to ride along with her. In True Grit, we have a true American classic, as

young Mattie -- as vital as she is innocent -- outdickers and outmaneuvers the hard-bitten men of

the trail in a legend that will last through the ages.
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"As entertaining and original as any fiction of recent times." -- St. Louis Dispatch"Charles Portis is

perhaps the most original, indescribable sui generis talent overlooked by literary culture in America."

-- Ron Rosenbaum, Esquire"True Grit is when you are a 14-year-old girl from Yell County,

Arkansas, and you've just shot a dangerous outlaw and the gun's recoil has sent you backward into

a pit, and you are wedged in the pit and sinking fast into the cave below where bats are brushing

against your legs, and you reach out for something to hold on to and find a rotting corpse beside

you and it's full of angry rattlers, and then it turns out you didn't kill the outlaw, he's up at the rim of

the pit laughing at you, about to shoot you-and you don't lose your nerve. That's True Grit." -- Eliot

Fremont-Smith, The New York TimesAn instant classic...read it and have the most fun you've had

reading a novel in years, maybe decades. -- Newsday --This text refers to an out of print or

unavailable edition of this title.

Charles Portis lives in Arkansas, where he was born and educated. He served in the Marine Corps



during the Korean War, was the London bureau chief of the New York Herald-Tribune, and was a

writer for The New Yorker. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.

There are adventure stories that just stick with you. This one is just that. I never knew True Grit was

a real honest to goodness book. I saw the first movie that was made and figure that was all there

was to it. ~ Then the second movie came out and it was warm hearted, non-stop adventures,

Pleasant to watch....they said it was based on the book....BOOK?! ....I made a click on  one click

and purchased my Kindle copy of True Grit ...and I began to read. It is a fairly fast read. If I hadn't

seen the movies first I am sure I wouldn't have been able to put it down.I was so happy that they

stayed pretty much with the dialogue of the book. The story was always moving, not a slack or a dull

page.The characters were somewhat believable. Sometimes the movies swayed my impression of

them but turning the page I was back on track.There are some real classic phrase in this novel.

Matties, "stay seated trash," will forever echo in thoughts.Yes, this is a classic novel, one that I may

read again down the road.....Relive the adventures and experiences of this courageous 14 year old

girl ...who is the one with True Grit.

Never been a fan of first-person narratives, but with 'True Grit', Charles Portis hooks you from the

first sentence, really liked this classic read and liked the movie version with Jeff Bridges better.I

liked the setting being 1870, right after the Civil War, taking place in Arkansas and Indian Territory

and how can you not like the storyteller Mattie Ross. She's a testament to the fact that you had

tough gritty women in the Old West.Mattie sets out to make sure that the murder of her father faces

justice, then sets out on the vengeance trail meeting two wily characters to help her and cleverly

plays them into letting her accompany them on the trail.Although Mattie narrates the story, Portis is

still able to bring the story alive, with US Marshall Rooster Cogburn who works out of Fort Smith and

a Texas Ranger LaBeouf. Without these two wily lawmen, True Grit wouldn't have been that great of

a read for me and guess I now have a favorite first-person book that love.

Don't think there would be many who aren't familiar with the story of young Mattie Ross who sets

out to avenge the death of her father. Mattie hires the services of the larger than life Rooster

Cogburn a U.S Marshall with a somewhat shady past.Mattie is a wonderful heroine, she's smart,

resourceful, opinionated and more than a match for anyone who gets in her way. She's more than a

match for Rooster. In short it is Mattie who shows she has "true grit." She is a delight.This is a

wonderful story, fast paced and action packed. Have had this book in my "to be read mountain" for



simply ages. Regret it's taken me so long to read it. Time and money well spent.

True Grit is the story of thirteen-year old Mattie Ross who, allied with the stone-faced Rooster

Coburn, embarks on an adventure to bring her fatherÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s killer to justice in western

times. The novelÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s central theme is that everything comes at a price. Tom Chaney

ultimately suffers for killing MattieÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s father, and our protagonist has to undergo

severe sacrifice to get justice. This is a story about paying your dues - nothing is free in this world,

not vengeance or justice or malice. Everything comes at a price. Out of the lengthy list of books

deemed ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Å“American ClassicsÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â• this one is by far my favorite. Charles

PortisÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢ use of language is captivating and really transport you to the old west.

Portis demonstrates a masterful understanding of his characters and the world they inhabit, making

for an engrossing read. An odd thing about this novel is that is feature zero subplots. The story is

first and foremost about Mattie and RoosterÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s quest to apprehend Tom Chaney.

Bereft of any unnecessary narrative fat, the story moves nimbly forward at all times, proving a quick

and straightforward read over itÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s 200 pages. The novel is admittedly a hard one to

pick up. The western language can be intimidating to some, but Portis doesnÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢t use

fancy words just for the sake of sounding smart. The old language is easy to follow, and personally,

the world around this story was one of my favorite parts of the book. If you are willing to emerge

yourself in the old west, or enjoy straightforward, quick reads, this is for you. The stories brief

narrative is surprisingly compelling. Within its short page count, Portis packs in several morally

ambiguous scenes where Mattie really questions if what sheÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s doing is right - and

itÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s those ideas that bleed into the thematic through line of the novel itself. Like I

said before, this is a story about paying your dues, and Mattie certainly grapples with that idea until

the bitter climax. ItÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s these moments that ground the novel in reality, and make

Mattie a c character that I could relate to. It greatly increased my enjoyment of the novel. Beautiful

prose, well-drawn characters and fresh, interesting ideas make for a quick, compelling read.

If you are a fan of either of the True Grit Movies, be it the John Wayne title or the more recent 2010

remake with Jeff Bridges, you'll enjoy this book. Both films stick to the book in their own way, but in

my opinion the newer release sticks closer to the original plot and tone of the book; although both

add and take away in places. Overall, even if you haven't seen the film I'd recommend it as it is a

captivating but quick read (I finished It in one night). My only complaint is it is not longer, but

sometimes the greatest pieces get to the point quicker than others.



I grew up watching John Wayne movies with my dad, we also saw the remake starring Jeff Bridges

and immensely enjoyed it. That movie follows the book much more closely than the original film

including using a lot of the dialog.I was not even aware that True Grit the films were based on a

book until the Remake was made and I read about that.Even if you've never seen either movie if

you enjoy a good Western you will enjoy this book.
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